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1. Introduction
This report presents the results of the inventory of recreation use, assets, and important features in the
Steamboat Mountain Planning Area (the Steamboat area) and includes a summary of known recreation-related
issues and impacts being experienced in the Steamboat area. The inventory was completed as part of the
Columbia Valley Recreation Planning Initiative (CVRPI). The CVRPI is a community-led planning initiative with the
goal of identifying recreation strategies that protect important values and reduce adverse recreation impacts on
public lands in the Columbia Valley.
The first phase of the CVRPI focuses on developing a Recreation Strategy for the 33,000-hectare Steamboat
area, which corresponds with the boundary of the Steamboat Forestry Landscape Unit and includes the area
between the communities of Brisco and Radium Hot Springs on the west side of the Columbia River with the
south boundary following Forster Creek (Figure 1).
The Initiative acknowledges that the Columbia Valley is within the traditional territory of the Ktunaxa Nation
(Ktunaxa ʔamakʔis) and the Shuswap Indian Band.

1.1 Project background
Since 2008, stakeholders in the Columbia Valley have been working towards a recreation strategy for the region
that respects and balances the needs of different users while safeguarding the core values that make this region
an exceptional place to live, work, and play. The roots of the of the CVRPI can be traced back to the mid-1990s
when the Province of BC completed the Kootenay-Boundary Land Use Plan. The Columbia Valley was not
included in the Plan’s Implementation Strategy and management guidelines for backcountry recreation and
access, leaving a gap that has yet to be filled.
In 2017, the CVRAMP (Columbia Valley Recreation Access Management Plan) process began, with the goal of
developing recreation management plans for the Columbia Valley. In 2021, the initiative was re-named the
Columbia Valley Recreation Planning Initiative (CVRPI) to better reflect the scope and objectives of the process.
The nature and scope of the planning process is characterized as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
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It is a community-led planning process.
Local governments in the area are actively participating in and supporting the process.
The BC Government is participating and will support the process when capacity allows.
The CVRPI process will make recommendations on recreation management strategies and
options.
Recreation strategies developed through the initiative will act as guidance to inform future land
use decision-making and will not be legally binding land use plans.
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•

•

•

The primary objective is to
identify which recreation
Objectives of the CVRPI
activities and uses are
Reduce conflicts between and amongst recreation users,
appropriate (and recommended),
residents, visitors, commercial recreation and other land users.
at which locations and times of
year.
Recognize and protect important values from adverse
The focus is on recreation
recreation impacts -environmentally sensitive areas, significant
activities occurring on public
ecological values and wildlife habitat.
lands within the Columbia Valley.
Provide a secure and certain basis for long-term public and
The initiative will not affect
commercial recreation use and access.
commercial recreation or tenured
land uses, unless supported and
Help inform future land use decisions.
approved by existing land users,
and will not make
Promote and support responsible recreation use through
recommendations related to
effective communications.
management of private land,
Engage with and involve the public and affected stakeholders in
federal land, parks and protected
the process to ensure their concerns and aspirations are
areas, lakes, rivers and
understood and considered
waterways, or lands with existing
management plans, designations
and/or access restrictions.
It is the intent of this process to not impact Aboriginal Rights and Title within the planning area.

The CVRPI is led by a Planning Committee made up largely of community volunteers committed to working
collaboratively to develop recreation strategies for the Columbia Valley. The Planning Committee leads and
coordinates the initiative—acquiring funding, facilitating meetings, engaging the broader community, and
managing the administration and contracting for planning support, public engagement, and GIS. The Planning
Committee established the Steamboat Recreation Advisory Committee to support and inform the development
of a recreation strategy for the Steamboat area. The Advisory Committee includes representatives from
different sectors and interest groups in the region and provides local advice and recommendations to the
Planning Committee.
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Figure 1: The Steamboat Mountain Planning Area
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1.2 Inventory approach
To support backcountry recreation planning for public lands in the Steamboat Area, this report outlines:
•
•
•

The location of recreation assets and features in the area, including existing recreation trails, and
areas used for random camping, access and staging for recreation use.
Known recreation-related issues in the area, including damage to grasslands or riparian areas,
and conflicts between recreation users and/or with other land users.
Important values, such as range values, wildlife values, and other values known to exist in the
region which may be affected by recreation use.

The information presented in this report reflects the best data available at the time of drafting. The following
information sources and data gathering methods were used:
•
•

•
•
•

A Recreation Inventory of the Invermere Timber Supply Area was completed in 2018. The 2018
inventory included interviews and surveys with local stakeholders, and compilation of recreation
uses based on all publicly available maps, reports, and GIS data.
Results of information gathered through the Columbia Valley Recreation Access Management
Plan process, which culminated in early 2020 and included map-based input on recreation
priorities in the Steamboat area.
Field tours completed by Jeff Zukiwsky during the summer and fall of 2021. ArcGIS software (GIS
Collector) was used to gather data and photos, which were uploaded to a digital webmap.
Spatial data on values and land uses was compiled from existing government data sources, such
as DataBC and information from the Steamboat Jubilee Mountain Official Community Plan.
Input from Planning Committee and Steamboat Advisory Committee members was sought via a
digital webmap in December 2021, and a meeting held on December 14, 2021 in Radium.

1.3 Project next steps
The CVRPI is seeking public feedback on this report. Once the public survey is complete, the next steps are to
identify potential strategies for improving recreation management in the Steamboat area. Another public
engagement process is planned for Spring 2022 on a draft Steamboat Recreation Strategy, and the final
Steamboat Recreation Strategy will be complete by Fall 2022 (see Figure 2).
Figure 2: The Steamboat Recreation Strategy planning process

?]
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2. Inventory of Recreation Use, Assets, and Features
This section provides a summary of the recreation inventory for the Steamboat area. It identifies all known
locations of recreation uses, assets and features in the region. The inventory identified a high-density recreation
use area located in the southeast corner of the Steamboat area. The high-density area contains a significant
number of recreation trails and camping areas, likely more than what has been captured in the inventory.
Recreation inventory maps are provided in Section 5.1 (Recreation Use in the Steamboat area), and 5.2
(Recreation Use in the High-Density Recreation Use Area).

2.1 Recreation Sites
The Steamboat area contains six small provincial recreation sites, with a total occupancy of 15 campsites (Table
1). A variety of recreation activities are possible at recreation sites in the Steamboat area, including boating,
angling, picnicking, mountain biking, canoeing, hiking, Nordic skiing, and horseback riding.
Table 1: Recreation Sites in the Steamboat area

Site name
Dogleg Lake
Radium Wetlands
Sam’s Folly Lake
Halgrave Lakes
Hall Lake
Steamboat Lake

Number of campsites
6
0 (day use only)
1
2
3
3

Other facilities
Boat launch; Picnic tables; Toilets
None
Boat launch; Picnic tables; Toilets
Boat launch; Picnic tables; Toilets
Boat launch; Picnic tables; Toilets; Wharfs
Boat launch; Picnic tables; Toilets; Wharfs

Camper at Dogleg Lake Recreation Site
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There are also several Recreation Sites to the north of the Steamboat area, including Bigfish (Dunbar) Lake and
Cartwright Lake, which are popular areas and contain a higher density of public campsites than what is available
in the Steamboat area. Recreation users from these sites likely partake in recreation activities in the Steamboat
area.

2.2 Random camping
Random camping is defined as camping on public land outside of a designated camping site (e.g., a Recreation
Site) and where no facilities exist, and are typically identified by the presence of a rock fire pit. As per the BC
Land Use Permission Policy, ‘Any person may camp on Crown land for up to 14 consecutive calendar days’1.
Random camping is not an illegal activity.
In total, 43 locations were identified where there is evidence of random camping in the Steamboat area. The
majority of identified locations are within the high-density recreation use area. There are likely more areas used
for random camping than what was documented through this process, particularly in the high-density
recreation use area.
The size of camping areas ranges from very large areas with multiple fire pits and evidence of large group
camping, to small areas with only enough space for a single camping unit.
Random campers in the region appear to be partaking in a variety of activities while camping in the area,
including enjoyment of nature or solitude, living (squatting), access to recreation trails, hunting, fishing, and
other lake-based recreation activities.

Example of random camping south of Horsethief Forest Service Road

1

Link to BC Land Use Permissions Policy:
http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/DownloadAsset?assetId=59D1FFCB42DF4E7CA081DABB929CD5ED&filename=permissions.pdf
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Example of random camping south of Horsethief Forest Service Road

2.3 Parking and staging areas
Twelve locations were identified that are used by recreation users for access to trail-based and other recreation
activities in the Steamboat area. Two staging areas are part of the commercial recreation tenure for winter
motorized recreation, and the other 10 are informal (random) parking areas used by the public.

Mountain bikers staging for a ride on the south side of Steamboat Mountain
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2.4 Roads
There are two main roads in the region that are used for recreation access – the Horsethief Forest Service Road
(FSR), which runs west from Radium via Foresters Landing Road, and Westside Road, which runs from Wilmer
north through the Steamboat area to Spillimacheen. Other prominent roads include Red Rock Road and
Steamboat Mountain Road, which run north-south through the area, near the Columbia River. Overall, the
Steamboat area contains a network of 116 kilometres of secondary roads, most of which are FSRs and generally
accessible with a two-wheel drive vehicle.
In addition to the network of secondary roads, 357 kilometres of ‘wilderness roads’ were identified. Wilderness
roads are unmaintained roads, the majority of which are old FSRs requiring a four-wheel drive, high clearance
vehicle for access. It is important to note that while best efforts were made to document the wilderness road
network in the Steamboat area using both satellite imagery and ground verification, the maps and road network
information very likely contain significant inaccuracies. This is due to the fact that government maps of the
location of roads are outdated and inaccurate. In addition, government has limited records of what roads have
been constructed and deactivated2. It was beyond the resources of this project to do a full field inventory and
verify the entire road network.

Example of a wilderness road used for recreation access in the Steamboat area

2.5 Designated recreation trails
One designated recreation trail exists in the Steamboat area – the Forster Creek Recreation Trail. Forster Creek
Trail is managed by the Windermere Valley Snowmobile Society and provides snowmobile access during the
winter months along the Forster FSR, to the Catamount and North Star Glaciers. The 28-kilometre trail is
groomed for snowmobile use and access in the winter months.

2

Reference: Forest Practices Board (2015). Access Management and Resources Roads: 2015 Update. Special Report.
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Signage at the staging area for the Forster Creek Recreation Trail

2.6 Non-motorized recreation
Non-motorized recreation activities in the Steamboat area include hiking, mountain biking, fishing, hunting, and
paddling. The recreation inventory identified 17 kilometres of non-motorized trails used primarily for mountain
biking. There are likely more recreation trails in the Steamboat area than what was documented through the
research and inventory process.
As there are no designated recreation trails for non-motorized recreation in the Steamboat area, the trails
inventoried are ‘unauthorized’ trails; appropriate permissions and agreements are not in place for their
establishment and use. Under Section 57 of the Forest and Range Practices Act (FRPA) a person must not
construct, rehabilitate, or maintain a trail on public land, without authorization. However, the BC Land Use
Permission Policy permits any person to use public land for transitory activities such as “biking” and “hiking”. As
such, hiking, biking and other forms of non-motorized recreation are not “illegal”.
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Example of an unauthorized mountain bike trail on the south side of Steamboat Mountain

Off-trail alpine hiking in the Steamboat area
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2.7 Motorized recreation
Motorized recreation activities in the Steamboat area include dirt-biking, snowmobiling, and ORV (off-road
vehicle) use. The recreation inventory identified 81 kilometres of single-track motorized trails, used primarily by
dirt bikers, and six kilometres of double-track trails used primarily by ATV users and likely on inactive Forest
Service roads. In addition to the Forster Creek Recreation Trail, with access to the Catamount and North Star
Glaciers, snowmobile use occurs primarily on the network of existing wilderness roads in the region.
With the exception of the Forster Creek winter snowmobile trail, there are no designated motorized recreation
trails in the Steamboat area. As such, these trails are ‘unauthorized’, as appropriate permissions and
agreements are not in place for their establishment and use. Under the Forest and Range Practices Act (S. 57) a
person must not construct, rehabilitate, or maintain a trail on public land, without authorization. However, the
BC Land Use Permission Policy permits any person to use Crown land for transitory activities such as “dirt
biking”, “snowmobiling” and “all-terrain vehicle use”. As such, dirt biking, snowmobiling and all-terrain vehicle
use, both on and off trail, is not “illegal”. Section 4.1 provides more details about unauthorized trails in the
Steamboat area.

Example of an unauthorized trail used for motorized recreation

2.8 Commercial recreation
One commercial recreation tenure exists in the Steamboat area. It is a licence of occupation for the purposes of
providing multi-use recreation and includes 49 kilometres of roads and three sites used for winter recreation
staging.
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3. Important Values and other land uses
In addition to the important value of the Steamboat area for recreation use, the area also contains other
significant and important values. The area is within the traditional territories and ancestral lands of the Ktunaxa
and Secwepemc speaking peoples, and as such contains traditional, spiritual, cultural and archaeological values.
The Steamboat area is also of significant value for wildlife, contains habitat for several species and ecosystems
at risk, and has important range and agricultural values. This section provides a summary of important values
and land uses within the Steamboat Mountain Planning Area.

3.1 Wildlife values
The Steamboat area contains many significant wildlife and ecosystem values, including:
•
•

•

28,000 hectares (84% of the Steamboat area) is classified as Ungulate Winter Range (UWR),
containing habitat necessary to meet the winter habitat requirements of an ungulate species,
namely elk and goat.
8,600 hectares along Horsethief Creek and the area where both Horsethief Creek and Forster
Creek meet the Columbia River is defined as an important wildlife corridor for ungulates, badger,
bears, and other species. The northern part of the Steamboat area, towards Brisco, is also
identified as an important upland wildlife corridor.
The Columbia Wetlands Corridor is one of the largest intact wetland complexes in Canada, and a
wetland of international importance recognized by the United Nations. The Columbia Wetlands
Corridor is defined as an important area for species at risk and biodiversity. The Columbia
Wetlands Corridor is partially protected through Wildlife Act legislation and the Columbia
Wetlands Wildlife Management Area (WMA). The WMA is 16,969 hectares in size, with 1,700
hectares located in the Steamboat area.

Sections 5.3 includes a map of wildlife values in the Steamboat area.
The Steamboat area is also important for many species and ecosystems defined as ‘at risk’, both in BC and
federally. The following at-risk species and ecosystems are in the Steamboat area:
•
•
•
•
•

9,500 hectares (29% of the area) is identified as habitat for American Badger (Taxidea taxus), a
species at risk in BC, primarily in the southern portion of the area and along the Columbia River.
5,500 hectares in the west and northwest mountains of the area are identified as critical habitat
for Whitebark Pine (Pinus albicaulis), a federally listed species at risk.
1,700 hectares is identified as critical habitat for the Northern Leopard Frog (Lithobates pipiens),
a federally listed species at risk, in the northeast corner of the Steamboat area.
312 hectares is identified as habitat for Flammulated Owl (Psiloscops flammeolus) near
Steamboat Lake, a species at risk in BC.
38 hectares of habitat for Lewis’s Woodpecker (Melanerpes lewis), a species at risk in BC, located
in the Southern portion of the Steamboat area, most of which is on private land.

Section 5.4 includes a map of species and ecosystems at-risk in the Steamboat area.
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In addition to the wildlife habitat values and Species and Ecosystems at Risk identified above and on the maps in
Sections 5.3 and 5.4, recent and ongoing research shows the importance of the Steamboat area as habitat and
a movement corridor for grizzly bears, elk, mountain goat, wolverine, marmot, and likely many other species3.

3.2 Grazing and agriculture
Ranching is a significant and important land use in the Steamboat area, and important to the livelihoods of
many local people. There are three active range tenures in the region, with 22 pastures, covering 27,000
hectares or 82% of the Steamboat area.
Approximately 24% (7,800 hectares) of the area is within the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR), a provincial zone
in which agriculture is recognized as the priority use. The ALR protects 'agricultural land', which is the land upon
which agriculture can take place in BC due to its ability to grow food products. From a land use perspective,
farming is encouraged, and non-agricultural uses are restricted within the ALR.
All lands within BC are classified according to their agricultural capability on a scale from Class 1—land that has
the climate and soil to allow a farmer to grow the widest range of crops, to Class 7—land that is considered nonarable, with no potential for agriculture or grazing4. Table 2 provides a summary of agricultural land capability
classes within the Steamboat area, and Section 5.5 has a map of agricultural values in the Steamboat area.
Table 2: Summary of Agricultural Land Capability Classes in the Steamboat Area
Class
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Area within
Steamboat
(hectares)

Description
Land either has no or only very slight limitations that restrict its use for the production of
common agricultural crops.
Land has minor limitations that require good ongoing management practices, or slightly
restrict the range of crops, or both.

0

Land has limitations that require moderately intensive management practices or
moderately restrict the range of crops, or both
Land has limitations that require special management practices or severely restrict the
range of crops, or both.
Land has limitations that restrict its capability to producing perennial forage crops or
other specially adapted crops.
Land is non-arable but is capable of producing native and/or cultivated perennial forage
crops.
Land has no capability for arable or sustained natural grazing.

0

0

1,200
5,400
15,000
11,000

The Steamboat area contains various range features such as cattleguards, gates, corrals, enclosures, and water
developments, which are essential for grazing and agricultural activities in the region.

3

Information provided by the Columbia Wetlands Stewardship Partners and Kootenay Connect
For more information on the Agricultural Land Capability Classification System in BC, see:
https://www.alc.gov.bc.ca/alc/content/alr-maps/agricultural-land
4
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3.3 Other notable land users and land uses
Other notable land uses and land users in the Steamboat area include:
•

A statutory right-of-way (or easement) for the electric power line from Invermere to Golden.

•

The Village of Radium Hot Springs water treatment plant, pipeline right of way, water intake, and
settling ponds. The treatment plant is located west of the Radium bridge and Foresters Landing Road,
and a utility right-of-way (electric power line) leads to the treatment plant.

•

A licence of occupation for a communications tenure, just south of the water treatment plant.

•

About 18% (6,000 hectares) of the Steamboat area is private land.

•

The area is within the Forest Licensee Operating Area of Canfor

•

Seven active Christmas tree permit areas.

•

Three active wood lot licence areas.

•

Eight active traplines.

•

The Rauch Homestead Shooting Range, operated by the Lake Windermere District Rod & Gun Club, is
located just off the Horsethief Creek FSR. The shooting range includes a campground and rentable
event facility.

•

One sand and gravel quarrying tenure, and at least two other sites used historically for sand and gravel
quarrying.

4. Assessment of Recreation Issues
This section provides a summary and assessment of notable recreation-related issues in the Steamboat area.
The assessment is based on a mapping overlay of the recreation inventory and important values, and on
research conducted to understand the existing legislative framework in BC, and recreation management issues
and management actions in other jurisdictions.

4.1 Impacts to Indigenous values
While not specifically identified through the recreation inventory process, the Steamboat area contains
important traditional, spiritual, cultural, and archaeological values that are of significance to Ktunaxa and
Secwepemc speaking peoples of the region. Potential impacts on important Indigenous values may stem from
intensive and uncontrolled recreation use and include:
• Activities that harm the natural environment, including wildlife disturbance, impacts to wildlife habitat,
introduction of invasive species, species and ecosystems at risk, wetlands and riparian areas, and
biodiversity (see Section 4.3).
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•
•

Negative impacts on traditional land uses and cultural practices such as berry harvesting and hunting,
including impacts on user experience and alienation of users from important cultural areas and values,
and
Impacts on archaeological sites

4.2 Unauthorized recreation trails
Through the recreation inventory (see maps in Sections 5.1 and 5.2), over 100 kilometres of recreation trails
were identified, including:
• 17 kilometres of non-motorized trails used for mountain biking,
• 81 kilometres of single-track motorized trails used primarily by dirt bikers, and
• 6 kilometres of double track motorized trails used primarily by quads and ATVs.
There are likely more trails than what was identified through the inventory. Most of the recreation trails in the
Steamboat area traverse areas of high or important ecological value. In fact, the entire high-density recreation
use area, where the majority of unauthorized recreation trails exist, contains very high-quality habitat and is
considered an important connectivity corridor for American Badger, an identified species at risk, and various
other wildlife species. The area also contains sensitive grassland ecosystems, and ungulate winter range.
While it is unlawful to construct, rehabilitate or maintain a recreation trail on public land without authorization
from the Province of BC under Section 57 of the Forest and Range Practices Act, the degree to which trails in the
Steamboat area have been constructed, rehabilitated, or maintained is unknown. Some evidence of trail
maintenance and improvements was observed; however, many trails were likely established ‘organically’ over
time; starting as cattle and/or wildlife trails and progressing into more recognizable trails through continued
human use. In addition, enforcement of unauthorized trail establishment is difficult and successful prosecution
requires that an enforcement officer witnessed the infraction, the offender or their vehicle was photographed,
and the suspect admits guilt5.
As the BC Land Use Permission Policy permits any person to use public land for transitory activities such as
hiking, biking, dirt biking, snowmobiling and all-terrain vehicle use, public use on the network of trails in the
Steamboat area is not unlawful so long as users do not cause damage to the environment (see section 4.3).

4.3 Environmental impacts and damage
Much of the Steamboat area is environmentally sensitive and contains high ecological values, including species
and ecosystems at risk in BC and federally, and sensitive grasslands (for additional reference, see maps in
sections 5.3 and 5.4).
Recreation use, particularly intensive use in the grassland ecosystems of the Steamboat area, is negatively
affecting both the grassland ecosystems and the range tenure holders who rely on the grasslands for cattle
grazing (section 4.4). The grassland ecosystems, because they are open and expansive and easily accessible, are
particularly vulnerable to recreational impacts. Environmental impacts and damage caused by recreational use
may include6:
5

See: Forest Practices Board (2010). Off-Road Vehicle Management in the Kamloops Forest District.
For further discussion on potential impacts of recreation on grassland ecosystems see: Government of BC (2004). Best
Management Practices for Recreational Activities on Grasslands in the Thompson and Okanagan Basins.
6
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•

•

•

•

Soil disturbances: compaction, or exposure and erosion of soils can occur when soils are repeatedly
subjected to foot, hoof, or vehicle traffic. Soil exposure occurs when plant cover is damaged and
erosion occurs when exposed soils are blown by winds, moved by water, or disturbed by pedestrian
and vehicle travel. Soil exposure and erosion can result in further impacts to grassland ecosystems,
leaving plants vulnerable to stress and providing increased opportunity for the establishment of weeds.
Soil compaction can affect grassland ecosystems by reducing water permeability and infiltration rates,
causing increased surface runoff and erosion problems, and affecting the ability of plants to establish in
the affected area.
Introduction and spread of invasive species: Invasive plants commonly establish in areas where
the soil has become exposed or eroded, including exposure and erosion caused by recreation
use. The colonization and spread of invasive plants can cause a number of impacts to grassland
ecosystems including impacts to native plants and animals, degradation of soil and water, and
loss in livestock forage quantity and quality.
Impacts to wildlife habitat. Impacts could include habitat fragmentation due to recreational use,
which can disrupt animal movements and reduce habitat sizes; loss of availability and suitability
of habitats for breeding, nesting, foraging, security and thermal cover; as well as loss of species
and species diversity.
Wildlife disturbance. Recreation use in the region is very likely causing disturbance to wildlife and
changes to wildlife behavior. High volume recreation use, including off-road vehicle use, can create an
impact zone that is avoided by wildlife7. Wildlife disturbance can be more pronounced at certain times
of the year such as breeding or calving seasons and when animals are energetically stressed, such as in
winter, and can lead to increased illness and even death, or the reduced ability to acquire food,
reproduce, and raise young.

Section 46 of the Forest and Range Practices Act (FRPA) prohibits carrying out an activity on public land
that results in damage to the environment; this is the primary legislation governing damaging recreational
activities on public land. Section 3 of the Forest Planning and Practices Regulation (FPPR) defines what
damage to the environment means and includes ‘soil disturbance’. A person who contravenes section 46
of the FRPA is subject to fines up to $1,000,000 or imprisonment of up to three years (s. 87).
Unfortunately, FRPA and the FPPR are designed primarily to govern ‘forest resources’ in the Province.
Their application and effectiveness for recreation management is limited. For example, proving ‘damage
to the environment’ requires that an individual has in fact damaged the environment. In many cases, the
damage is caused by long-term and repeated use. While enforcement officials can issue tickets for
environmental damage, it has proven difficult to prosecute ORV operators when it is not clear that the
individual user wholly caused the damage, or that the particular activity resulted in an adverse alteration
of the ecosystem8. In addition to these prosecutorial challenges, government staffing for recreation
management and for compliance and enforcement of recreation activities is limited9.
Other relevant legislation relating environmental impacts and damage from recreation use includes:
• The Off-Road Vehicle Act, Section 17, which prohibits the operation of an off-road vehicle in a
careless, reckless, or negligent manner, or in such a manner as to harass, injure or kill wildlife, or

7 For

example, see: Wisdom et al. (2018). Elk responses to trail-based recreation on public forests, Forest Ecology and
Management 411, 223-233; or Naylor (2006). Behavioral responses of Rocky Mountain Elk (Cervus elaphus) to recreational
disturbance. Graduate thesis or dissertation, Oregon State University.
8 See: Forest Practices Board (2010). Off-Road Vehicle Management in the Kamloops Forest District.
9 See: Forest Practices Board (2021). Management of Forest Recreation in BC
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•

livestock. Off-road vehicle use on private land is also prohibited without the consent of the
owner, lessee or occupant of the private land.
The Environmental Management Act, Section 6, which prohibits the introduction of waste into
the environment in such a manner or quantity as to cause pollution.

Example of environmental damage caused by motorized recreation in the Steamboat area

Example of environmental damage caused by motorized recreation in the Steamboat area
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4.4 Impacts to range tenure holders and cattle grazing
The importance and prevalence of ranching in the Steamboat area along with the high density of recreation use
in the grassland ecosystems areas is negatively impacting local ranchers. Notable recreation-related issues
affecting cattle grazing and range tenure holders in the Steamboat area include:
•
•
•

Damage to grassland ecosystems, including soil disturbance and the introduction and spread of
invasive species (see Section 4.3).
Damage to gates and fences, or gates not being left as found. This can result in cattle escaping
pastures and considerable effort to capture and return livestock to pasture.
Disturbance to livestock from vehicle traffic, off-leash pets, and uncontrolled recreation use can
cause stress to livestock and disrupt livestock movements, foraging patterns and water access.

See section 5.6 for a map of range features in the Steamboat area.

Example of an unauthorized trail near a range water feature in the Steamboat area
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4.5 Recreation use and trespassing on private lands
Several areas were identified where recreation users are encroaching on and causing damage to private lands.
This includes unauthorized camping on private land, as well as notable damage to private land caused by
excessive motorized recreation use. While the scope of the Steamboat Recreation Strategy excludes ‘private
land’, unauthorized trails and recreation use on public lands, which lead to private lands, can and should be
addressed.

Example of an unauthorized motorized trail leading to private land
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4.6 Long-term occupancy (squatting)
There is evidence, notably in the high-density recreation use area, of long-term occupancy of public lands,
which means camping on a site beyond the 14 days permitted under the BC Land Use Permission Policy. In
addition to being an illegal activity, long-term occupancy (or squatting) restricts other member of the public
from using a particular site and can also cause more extensive site damage from extended use.

Example of a squatter on Crown land, south of Horsethief FSR

4.7 Large group camping
Large group camping and gatherings can be defined as any gathering of 15 or more persons10. There is some
evidence of large group camping in the Steamboat area. As with random camping (Section 2.2), large group
camping is not illegal so long as it is not an organized event, as defined in the BC Land Use Permissions Policy11.
While not illegal, large group camping can exacerbate localized impacts to the land, such as soil disturbance and
damage to grasslands.

10

See: BC Forest Recreation Regulation, Section 16.
BC Land Use Permissions Policy, Appendix 3. Available at:
http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/DownloadAsset?assetId=59D1FFCB42DF4E7CA081DABB929CD5ED&filename=permissions.pdf
11
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Example of large group camping in the Steamboat area

4.8 Safety issues
Through the recreation inventory process, and engagement of Planning Committee and Advisory Committee
members, a number of recreation-related safety issues were identified. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Recreation users driving on radio-controlled and active forestry roads, without radios.
Truck and off-road vehicle users driving under the influence of drugs or alcohol.
Off-road vehicle users driving without helmets.
Littering.
Improper disposal of sewage and human waste poses a risk to public safety.
Wildfire risk due to illegal and abandoned campfires. Long-term occupancy of the land (squatting)
as well as the extent of random camping, particularly in the high-density recreation use area, are
leading to an increased wildfire risk. The wildfire risk is most often the result of illegal campfires
that are either noncompliant with an active wildfire ban or with the Wildfire Regulation campfire
requirements. A further safety issue is the difficulty of wildfire evacuation due to the large
number of users and unregulated nature of recreation use in the area.
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5. Maps
Maps are provided below depicting the results of the recreation inventory and providing a summary of
important values and land uses in the Steamboat are. Map information is based on the best available data at
the time of drafting and was compiled using the methods discussed in Section 1.2.
The following maps are provided below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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5.1 Recreation Use in the Steamboat Mountain Area
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5.2 Recreation Use in the High-Density Recreation Use Area
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5.3 Wildlife Habitat in the Steamboat Mountain Area
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5.4 Species and Ecosystems at Risk in the Steamboat Mountain Area
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5.5 Agricultural Values in the Steamboat Mountain Area
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5.6 Range Features in the Steamboat Mountain Area
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